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Philip Newton pushes us through the picturesque path of love at first sight to the Macau Grand Prix, which has become a lifetime to protect his legacy. The first time Philip Newso attended the Macau Grand Prix was in 1985, but the English gentleman remembers that race cars have increased since fast
lanes last year. It was November, the weather was great, the corners were tight, and the Guia circuit was just amazing. In the last 33 years, he's missed only two big poses. What hooked Newso was the unique lure of the Macau Grand Prix, which can't be replicated anywhere else thanks to the small size
of the city compared to other racing cities, with the perfect balance of twists, turns and long fast tugboats. I think if someone offered the Macau Grand Prix today it wouldn't happen, said Newsom, who moved to Hong Kong in 1986 for a teaching post at the dental faculty of the University of Hong Kong and
has been to races around the world, including the 100th Indianapolis 500. The chain is very tight and Macau has built around it, it has become even more challenging. It's the perfect antidote to the sometimes anodyne songs we see hosting Formula One events these days. Drivers love it and often rate it
as their favorite race track. Held on the third weekend of November each year, the grand prix, launched in 1954, is known as the only street circuit that provides both car and motorcycle racing. The hero event is the Macau Formula Three Grand Prix, which boasts a glamorous list of past international
winners including the late Ayrton Sena, Michael Schumacher and last year's champion, 19-year-old Dan Tickum. Novako first paid serious attention to the Macau Grand Prix in 1983, when Sena was crowned the winner of formula three. He ediced the Brazilian Formula One for putting Macau on the arena
map of the races. I think Sena has had a huge impact on a lot of people. For many of him, he is just the greatest racer of all time. He also had a mystery about him, a feeling that surpassed the sport that only a handful of athletes had, Newso said. A retired car professor can be traced back to his father,
who had an enviable collection of cars, mainly Fords, which the family drove from England to other European countries for camping holidays. These have been huge adventures for me. Actually, I still have one of my father's cars, a blue 1966 Zodiac. She's quite a big lady these days and only goes out on
good days, but she still gets a lot of attention wherever I take her, he said. After several years of loyally following the Macau Grand Prix, Newso saw the window of opportunity to write his first book about the race, called Color and Noise, and published in 1992. Very few were for the event I thought it was
such a fascinating subject. I was lucky that many of the people who participated in the early years of the event were still alive at the time. Since the race was only 40 years old at that time I had the opportunity to explore the event in detail. It has always been the human angle that represents the greatest
attraction to Newsom, not the technical characteristics of a race car. These early races were populated by a charming group of people, ordinary people who did extraordinary things. Many of them served in Southeast Asia during the war, there were businessmen, engineers, pilots, doctors and lawyers - a
whole cross-section of society that dared to have a passion for motorsport. One notable regular racer featured in Color and Noise is Grant Wolfchil, the American cameraman captured by Patet Lao when his helicopter was shot down in Laos in 1962 and released after being held in the jungle for more than
a year. For Wolfkill, Gui's circle represents much more than the thrill of speed and brilliance of being a racer - that was his road map of salvation. In his autobiography, Wolfkill reportedly told how he thought of driving the route as a way to maintain his sanity when he was held captive. Nussyum went on to
write several more books documenting the history of racing in Macau, including the recent Macau Grand Prix at 60: A Diamond Holiday and Teddy Yip's biography from Macau to the world and back. Yip, whom he describes as a larger-than-life character, owns the revered Theodore Racing, a big team in
the Macau Grand Prix, and was instrumental in the start of Formula 3 in 1983. What led Newman to write a book about Yip was the belief that his story was the one that would strike a chord with a host of motorsport fans. Teddy Yip's story parallels the rise of the grand prix and macau itself. Its motor
racing extends far beyond Macau and covers Formula One and American Indycars among many other areas of the sport. His heart was always firmly rooted in the city. Over the years, Newyo has a accumulated a remarkable collection of souvenirs at the Macau Grand Prix, including a copy of Reported



signed by Grant Wolfkill. My collection includes shows, newspapers, plus, of course, thousands of photos. It has reached a point where storage becomes something of a problem. Many of the things I collect were rejected by most people at the time, they are fragile and I feel honest to be able to select
them for future generations. Newso is currently in an attempt to become Macau's grand prize in the museum's redevelopment. The museum will be the place that tells the story of how the Grand Prix evolved from a local event organized and managed by enthusiasts to the huge it is today. Given that I
have spent the last three decades documenting this story, my role is as a consultant in ensuring historical accuracy and full representation of significant moments and personalities. Looking ahead to the future trajectories that the Macau Grand Prix can take, Newsom said: I think the grand prix will
continue to evolve in line with the growth of the city itself. Maybe there'il be a rule change. I don't see electric cars competing in the Grand Prix, although I believe that could one day happen. Personally, I think a huge part of the appeal of the event is the sound of high-speed engines that honor the
concrete canyons of the city. I hope it will always be managed by Guia's traditional circle. I think he'il lose a lot if he moves, for example, to Kotai's wide avenue. As for those who visit the Macau Grand Prix for the first time, Newso has these pearls of advice to share. I think some knowledge of the history
of the event will be good, but obviously I would say that, right! Finding a good place to watch the event is important. I always think Lisboa Bend is a wonderful place where most of the child's days appear and where most overtaking spots are located. I think the most important thing is to go with the flow,
soak up the atmosphere and just enjoy it. Formula One racing team This article has numerous problems. Please help improve it or discuss these issues at the talk. (Learn how and when to remove these template messages) This article needs additional quotes to check. Please help to improve this article
by adding quotes to trusted sources. Non-material can be challenged and removed. Find sources: Theodore Racing - news · newspapers · books · scientist · JSTOR (January 2015) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) This article includes a list of common references, but remains
largely unchecked because there are not enough relevant unannounced quotes. Please help to improve this article by entering more precise quotes. (November 2019) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) TheodoreFull named
Theodore RacingBaseHong KongFractor(s) Teddy IpNoyd 17man taylorJulian RandlesTonuttaYoi RamirezIndicated for drivers Patrick Tambai BaiKe Rosberg 1 World Championship Career During the first year of entry 1977 British first gadgetRaces entered 63EnginesConstrstr Championship of
0000Portvius won0Podium 0Positions fielded in 0Fastest laps0Final entry1983 European Grand Prix Theodore Racing (保保保保保保) is a Formula One constructor from Hong Kong , founded by real estate mogul and millionaire Teddy Yip. They participated in the 51 greats who entered the 64 cars.
These days, Theodore Racing is Tedy Yip Jr.'s racing team competing in the Macau Grand Prix. After their last race in 1992, the team returned successfully to the races at the Macau Grand Prix in 2013 under Teddy Yip Jr., owner of gp3 team Grand Prix. Theodore Racing has won a record eight Times in
Macau - two as an independent team with Vern Shapps and Jeff Lees, and six as a technical support team with the like-for-like Alex Lin and Felix Rosenqvist. History in the early 1970s, amateur racer Yip met Sid Taylor and agreed to sponsor Vern Schuppan in formula 5000. This led to Yip backing
Schuppan in Formula One with Ensign in 1974. Further action followed in America with Schuppan and then support for Alan Jones in the US F5000 series in 1976. In Australia, Schuppan won the Rothmans International Series for Ip Driving Lola T332-Chevrolet in 1976. In the same year, Yip created
Theodore Racing. He was managed by Taylor and joined ensign for Patrick Tambai in F1. After a difficult year in 1977, Yip ordered Ron Tauranak to build an F1 car. The car, called Theodore TR1, was difficult and Eddie Cover failed to qualify in Brazil and Argentina, but then Keke Rosberg took over and
won the Silverstone International Wet Trophy, even though he qualified for only one Jeep in South Africa. The car was abandoned in the middle of the season. In the U.S., Yip supported Dan Gurney's eagle team. Theodore TR1 in historical competitions Theodore N183 by Roberto Guerrero. In 1979, Yip
helped fund Ensign, but the car failed. The car was driven by Derek Daly, Patrick Gaillard and Mark Sover, but there were no points. At the end of the year, Teddy also funded a British F1 programme with Wolf WR6 for David Kennedy and helped Desire Wilson become the first woman to win a Formula
One - albeit a national event. Yip bought the Shadow team in the early 1980s and Kennedy also moved into it, but the results were poor, the team was until the end of the summer, and in the middle of the summer Yip decided to withdraw from the team and rethink his participation in racing and completed
most of his other activities to concentrate on F1. With Sid Taylor and Julian Randles, he set up Theodore Racing Ltd. and hired Tony Southgate and joe ramirez's team manager. The new car was called TY01 and was driven by Patrick Tambey in early 1981. In the middle of the season, Tambai moved to
Lygier and Yip gave the car to Mark Swaler. The same car was developed in 1982 and it becomes obvious that small teams cannot easily survive the turbo age. Yip merged with Theodore with Ensign and used nigel bennett's design, designed by Theodore. The team hired Johnny Czecho and Roberto
Guerrero, but at the end of this season the team closed and Mo Noon moved to America, where he enjoyed great success as a racing engineer in the 1980s and 1990s eventually created a successful team of its own in CART. In 1983, the guest drove Theodore from former Grand Prix driver Brian Henton
to the 1983 Champions Race, where he finished fourth, the highest Theodore finished all season. The Macau Grand Prix every year at Macau GP was in a GP team until the late 1980s, and in 1983 was behind the switch from Formula Atlantic rules to Formula 3. The result was a huge success and
Theodore Racing won the event a record seven times,[quote required], especially with Ayrton Senna in the first year of F3. In October 2013, it was announced that the name Theodore Racing would be revived by Teddy Yip's son, Teddy Yip Jr., for the 2013 Macau Grand Prix to mark the 30th anniversary
of Sena's victory in the event. After Briton Alex Lynn won the race, Teddy Yip Jr said: 'It's a tale of Theodore the name to return to the grand Macau Grand Prix in the year of its anniversary. To be with SJM to witness Alex's victory is an emotional day and a fitting tribute to my father's contribution to this
great event in Macau. Teddy Yip Jr. joined forces with Formula 3 champions Prema Powerteam for the second year in a row in 2014, joining three cars in the Macau Grand Prix team with drivers Nicholas Latta, Esteban Ocon and Antonio Fuoco. Latifi finished fifth with Ozon, who crashed during a lead
fight, and Fuoco failed to finish the race. SJM Theodore Racing by Prema's trio for the 2015 event, which uses Mercedes-Benz cars powered by Mercedes' Formula 3 cars, will be driven by Sweden's Felix Rosenqvist, Jake Dennis from the UK and canada's Leneste. [Reference required] In the 2017 Fifa
World Cup tournament, the Maku Jeep and FIA F3 saw the field of SJM Theodore Callum Illot alongside Mick Schumacher, Maximillan Gunther and Guanu Zhou in their four-car mercedes-Benz Formula 3 line-up. Illot topped the leaderboard with the P3, newly signed as Ferrari Junior this month. Gunther
qualified P4, Schumacher in P7 and Guanyu Zhou in P10. Ilot won the Macau qualifying race for SJM Theodore from Prema with a lead of 7.957 over the rest of the field. The other Brams Theodore come with P4 (Gunther), P10 (Zhou) and P20 (Schumacher). Sunday's Jeep in Macau was marred for SJM
Theodore by the first lap race between Illot and Joel Erickson, with Illot retui leading by taking them out of the lead role of the race, which was won by Dan Tikum. Gunther, Guanu Shue and Schumacher finished 5th, 8th and 16th respectively. Indy cars Theodore began taking part in Indy cars in 1977 as a
sponsor of The Simpsons Sport team at the USAC National Championship, starting the season with a pair of McLaren M16C-Offenhausers for Simpson to drive as No38 and Steve Crisis to drive as No 39. At the season opener, the Datesen Twin 200 on an Ontario motor track with and Crisisloff retired
due to clutch problems. Crisis will leave the team. At the Indianapolis 500, Simpson retired from driving and Formula One driver Clay Regazzoni will drive the No. The car was destroyed in a crash in Regazzoni. Regazzoni ranked 39th but withdrew from the race with a fuel leak after 25 laps, finishing in
30th place. After Indianapolis, Rick Mears drove the car, starting with the 500 at The Falcono International Rideway. Mears will get the best finish in the fifth spot at the Tony Bettenhausen 200 at Wisconsin's Speedway Park. Mears will finish 20th in the final position. Theodore will return in 1979 to sponsor
all American competitors in the SCCA/BASKET PPG World Series for the #Eagle 79-Cosworth DFX, powered by Mike Mosley. Mosley will get the best finish in third place in the Indianapolis 500, where he will also determine the fastest lap of the race. Mosley finished 10th in the championship. In 1980,
Theodore returned with ARI and Mosley. They were originally swayed at DFX No 48 Eagle 80-Cockworth at the Datesun Twin 200 on the Ontario Motor Highway. In the race, Mosley retired in 19th place because of a broken cylinder. Starting at the Indianapolis 500, the team replaced the Cosworth engine
with a Chevrolet V8. Mosley finished 26th and retired after five laps due to a broken gasket, finishing in 32nd place. Theodore/A YEAR's team reappeared at the Real Value 500 at the Acono Racecourse before splitting up. In the race, Mosley finished fourth and finished 23rd after retiring due to a burnt
piston. Mosley finished 41th in the championship. In 1981, Theodore was driving his own car. They appear in the Indianapolis 500 (part of the USAC Gold Crown Series with No 33 Red Roof and Inns McLaren M24-Cosworth | Cosworth DFX with Vern Schuppan Drive. The team also competed in van
Scotty Diamond Mance's 500th international race. The team then began a partnership with Thomas W. Barrett III for the Riverside International Raceway's AirCal 500K. II Copa Mexico 150 at Autodromo Hermanos Rodriguez and Miller Vis live 150 at Phoenix International Circuit. The team replaced the
McLaren M24 with march 81 for Riverside. Schuppan finished 15th in Phoenix and finished 36th in points. In the 1982 Indianapolis 500 (counts to 1981-82 USAC Gold Crown Series) Theodore will field, with Bob Race car for William Wilson, 33-eagle 81-Cosworth DFX. Wilson failed to qualify. In 1983,
Theodore delivered a factory cut to Tom Sneva and Kevin Kogan, led by Bignotti-Carter Racing. The chassis was practiced by the two drivers of the Indianapolis 500. Both will use March 83 in the race Sneva won and Kogan finished fifth. Later in the season, Kogan used the DFX Cosworth chassis at the
Promi Veal 200 on Road America and the Escort Radar Warning 200 on the sports car course in mid-Ohio. Kogan withdrew from Road America in 19th place due to an electrical problem and finished sixth in mid-Ohio and 15th in the final standings (most points were scored with the March chassis). The
chassis was then used by Ed Wax for Jim Crawford. Crawford reached fourth place at the 1984 Grand Prix at Long Beach. Crawford failed to qualify for the Indianapolis 500 and started another race, the Meadows Grand Prix at Meadows Sports Complex, retiring in 21th place because of a broken
suspension. Crawford will finish 27th at the last minute. Full Formula One results Year Chassis engines Tyres Drivers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 WCC Points 1977 Liahona N17 7 Ford Cosworth 3.0 V8 G ARG BRA RSA JUP 5 Re Rhett 5 Regent 5 Regent 5 Regent
10000000000000000000000000000 5 Ret 1978 TR1 Ford 1 DFV 3.0 V8 G ARG BRA RSA USW MON BEL ESP SWE GER OUT ITA USA CAN NC 0 EDDIE CHEEVERDNQ Keke Rosberg Ret DNPQ DNPQ DNQ DNPQ Wolf WR3Wolf WR4 10 NC Rettie DNPQ N/A1 N/A1 1979–1980: Theodore does
not compete. 1981 TY01 Ford Cosworth DFV 3.0 V8 MA USW BRA ARGER SMR 12 11 Marc Surer 12 11 14 Ret 8 DNQ 9 Ret 1982 TY01TY02 Ford Cosworth 3.0 V8 V8 V8 8 V8 RSA L.L. DNQ DNQ Ret DNQ DNQ DNQ 1983 DNQ DNQ DNQ DNQ DNQ DNQ DNQ DNQ DNQ 3.0 G BRA 8 GL FRA
SNAB MO DI NT CAN GBR GER ERGEDO 13th 1 Roberto GerRero 16 Reete 16 12 12 12 Johnny Kecroto 14 6 11 Ret 10 Rettie 11 DNQ 12 Notes ^1 – not introduced as constructor. Formula 1 non-championship results (key) (Races in bold show pole position) (races in italics show fastest) Year
chassis engine 1 1978 Keke Rosberg Theodore TR1 Ford Cosworth 3.0 V8 INT 1 1981 Jeff Lee with Theodore TR1 Ford Cosworth DFV 3.0 V8 RSA Ret 1983 Brian Henton Theodore N183 Ford Cosworth 3.0 V8 ROC 4 Roberto Guerrero ROC 7 References ^ Brit hangs hard to cap SJM fairy tale. The
Standard (Hong Kong). 18 November 2013 Archive of the original of 2 December 2014. Sources External Links Official Website of Theodore Racing Archive extracted from
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